There has been a great deal of research on language, but usually it dissects an existing language and treats it as a static set of rules that is used more or less accurately and successfully to convey meaning. Here we are interested in the emergence of new communication systems and in their expansion and adaptation in usage. We seek a theory of the kind of cognitive mechanisms and interaction patterns necessary to bootstrap, maintain, and adapt a communication system that has similar properties as those found in human languages, such as those identified by Hockett (1960) : discreteness, displacement, productivity, duality of patterning, etc.
today in the inner cities of Europe as a consequence of intense migration, such as "Verlan" a French vernacular that originated in French suburbs based on word play and Arabic influences (Lefkowitz 1991) . Another example is the emergence of new sign languages, such as the Nicaraguan sign language (Kegl 1994) or, at a more individual level, the sign systems that are developed between deaf children and their hearing parents (Goldin-Meadow 2003) . The data that are obtained in these natural experiments are highly valuable for many reasons, including that they tell us a lot about the dynamic aspects of natural communication systems. However, these data are not obtained in strictly controlled experiments and are therefore difficult to use as a foundation for scientific theories of the emergence of communication (but see Goldin-Meadow et al. 1996; only when they communicate effectively. The game world consists of a set of rooms located on a grid and marked with icons. Players have to move to the same room with the minimum number of room changes, but they only have a local view and they cannot see where the other player is located. As they need to know this in order to decide their next moves, players are encouraged to develop ways for describing their own positions, where they intend to move next, or what they suggest the other player should do. A key element of the method is the introduction of an unusual graphical medium by which players can communicate. Each player is provided with a digital scratchpad that moves vertically as one draws on it, so that drawing a horizontal line results in a diagonal line with a slant that reflects the velocity profile of the drawing motion.
Because of this novel medium, players are forced to totally invent new forms for communicating. There is no prior inventory, not even a prior set of signs to build from. Nonetheless, most pairs of players manage to get a communication system started and we observe even more sharply the same findings as seen in natural dialogue: innovation, alignment, and variation. We also observe how emergent communication systems are tightly embedded within behavioral procedures that coordinate the actions of the partners. Because successful pairs are then faced with new challenges by increasing the number of rooms and by introducing additional tasks, the method allows us to study the further evolution of communication systems once they have emerged, showing that communication systems continue to be adapted by players while retaining the earlier solutions as much as possible.
However, not all pairs in the study manage to bootstrap a communication system. Besides obvious requirements such as pattern-recognition abilities, memory, enculturation, etc., the challenge seems to require a cooperative attitude, a particular type of social intelligence. Some players behave like Humpty Dumpty. They just assume that others see the world in their way and use symbols the way they decide. They fail to realize that their communication is ambiguous and do not have the social inclination to negotiate repairs. Frustration can run very high. A task that some pairs manage in 10 minutes, takes others 3 hours before they give up. We will give some detailed examples of this later in the paper.
Experiments on artificial communication.
There is yet a third approach to study the emergence of a communication system de novo, which is to engage in experiments with artificial agents that are "language-ready" in the sense that they have all the cognitive machinery for expressing meaning in language utterances, and for parsing utterances back into meaning. The agents also have interaction scripts to play specific language games, such as drawing attention to an object in the shared situation. The agents come with a battery of strategies for repairing a failed communication and for consolidating their inventories based on the outcome of a game. What the agents do not have is a communication system, in the sense of a set of conventions relating meaning with form. In this respect, they are in the same boat as the agents in the experiments by Galantucci. It is possible to change systematically the learning mechanisms or the parsing and production mechanisms in the agents and thus study their effectiveness for bootstrapping a communication system. In this way, we can establish experimentally which mechanisms are required for successful communication to emerge and which mechanisms are better adapted for the task. Experiments of this type started in the 1990s (Steels 1997) and have since flourished (Briscoe 2002; Cangelosi and Parisi 2002; Steels and Belpaeme 2005; Minett and Wang 2005; Wagner et al. 2003) . This research does not tell us how the mechanisms for bootstrapping communication systems might have evolved or how they develop in the child, but rather what mechanisms are necessary and sufficient.
Many of these experiments focus exclusively on the mapping from meaning to form and from form to meaning, but some researchers have extended the methodology to consider the whole system involved in successful communication: from perception to language and from language to real world action in embodied agents, that is agents which have a physical body and the necessary sensors and actuators to engage with the real world (Steels 2003) . Of course, this makes the problem much more complicated, partly because the robotic agents have to develop not only the language system, but also the conceptual system that they use to structure the sensory experiences that their language will express. However, in order to capture the essence of communication in a real world, and address properly the issues that arise in the embodiment of communication, the move from computational simulations to robotic experiments is unavoidable. This move forces us to no longer consider language as an abstract symbolic system but as a system for grounded communication. The communication is grounded in the sense that it is about the world as experienced by the embodiment of the agents. This paper compares this work on the robotic modeling of emergent embodied communication, specifically the work of Luc Steels and his team (Steels 2003; Steels et al. 2002; Steels and Loetzsch 2007) with the empirical data coming from experiments with human subjects, specifically the studies conducted by Galantucci and his colleagues (Galantucci 2005; Galantucci et al. 2003; Galantucci et al. unpublished) . We begin by looking at the computational and robotic experiments and then examine how far the major conclusions of these experiments carry over to the human experiments.
Robotic experiments on emergent communication
Here we present a typical example experiment which illustrates the state of the art in orchestrating emergent communication in artificial robotic agents (for more details, see Steels and Loetzsch 2007) . The experiment explores how a population of autonomous robots can develop a spatial lexicon for communicating about aspects of the situation in which they find themselves. Specifically, it shows how spatial categories, such as "left" versus "right" or "far" versus "near", can emerge as lexical concepts and become coordinated through repeated use. It shows furthermore how perspective reversals-that is the fact that an agent takes into account the different perspective of the partner-can be recruited for enhancing communication effectiveness and correspondingly marked in the language (as in "to my left" versus "to your right"). Finally, it shows how some forms of grammar can arise.
The perspective reversal experiment. The experiment uses physical robotic "agents" (the Sony ERS7 AIBO), which roam around freely in an unconstrained in-door environment containing balls and boxes (Figure 11 .1). The robots have no direct way of communicating except through visual or auditory means and they have no way to read or set each others' internal states. Even though the experimenters can track the complete internal state of each robot based on wireless communication between the robot and a base station, there is no central control, neither of the physical behavior nor of the cognitive operations that a robot performs. The robots are completely autonomous. In other words, once the experiment starts, the situation becomes similar to observational experiments with animals. Moreover, although the experiment employs only two robot bodies, it is relatively straightforward (and is now routinely done) to carry out experiments with a much larger population of agents: The state of an agent (its perceptual, conceptual, and linguistic inventory at a particular point in time) is after all a software state, and so it can be "downloaded" into a specific robot body before interaction starts and "uploaded" to another robot body at the end of an interaction. So we can have as many agents as we want even with a small number of robots. The robotic agents engage in language games. A language game is an interaction between two agents which has a particular communicative goal, such as drawing attention to an object in the world, describing a situation, or requesting an action, and is situated in a common physical setting so that the participants share to some extent their experience of the environment. By design, the game is sufficiently constrained so that agents share the communicative goal, can establish joint attention independently of language, and are able to provide feedback on success or failure. These constraints are implemented by constraining the environment (for example there is only one orange ball and it is the focus of attention) and by programming quite specific behavioral interaction scripts in the agents. We do not consider here the problem of how agents could negotiate their communicative goals.
The language game used in the perspective reversal experiment is a description game. The speaker describes to the hearer what is novel about the present scene compared to the previous one. It works in the following manner. Two robots walk around randomly. As soon as one detects the ball, it comes to a stop and searches for the other robot, which also looks for the ball and stops when it sees it. Then the human experimenter pushes the ball with a stick so that it rolls a short distance, for example from the left of one robot to its right. This movement is tracked and analyzed by both robots and each uses the resulting perception as the basis for playing a language game, in which one of the two (acting as the "speaker") describes the ball-moving event to the other (the "hearer"). To do this, the speaker must first conceptualize the event in terms of categories like "left" and "right" that distinguish the latest event from the previous one, for example, that the ball rolled "away from the speaker and to the right", as opposed to "towards the speaker", or, "away from the speaker but to the left" as opposed to "away from the speaker but to the right". The available categories are perceptually grounded in the sense that they are processes operating over the sensory data. They are built up by the agents stimulated by the need to conceptualize a scene and aligned based on the outcome of a language game. Agents can perform perspective reversal, in the sense that they can geometrically transform their own image of the scene to compute what the scene looks like from the perspective of the hearer. They can then apply their perceptual categories to this transformed image instead of their own.
Next the speaker expresses this conceptualization using whatever linguistic resources in its inventory express it best and have been most successful in the past, and transmits the resulting utterance as an acoustic signal to the hearer. The hearer parses the utterance to reconstruct its possible meanings and applies them to the current scene.
The game is a success if, according to the hearer, one of the meanings not only fits with the current scene as it is perceived by him but is also distinctive with respect to the previous scene. For example, if a ball was to the left of the box in the previous scene and in the current scene, then a description "the ball is to the left of the box" is not considered to be appropriate even though it fits with the scene, because it does not describe a novel property of the current scene. The hearer then signals success or failure and both agents use this feedback to update their internal states. Note that there is no human intervention involved. The robot agent playing the role of hearer autonomously decides whether the game was a success or not.
The main point of the experiment is that neither a prior language nor a prior set of perceptually grounded categories (properties, relations, prototypes, etc.) are programmed into the agents. Indeed, the purpose is that of seeing what kinds of categories and linguistic constructions will emerge and, more specifically, whether they involve perspective marking and grammatical constructions to express them. Agents therefore need their cognitive machinery not only for playing the game and utilizing their available conceptual and linguistic inventories, but also for expanding these inventories by creating (as speaker) or adopting (as hearer) new categories, new words, and new grammatical constructions as the need for them arises. Agents take turns playing speaker and hearer, so that they each develop the competence to speak as well as that to understand, and all of them have equal rights to invent new bits of language or decide whether to re-use constructions introduced by somebody else. Figure 11 .2 shows the results of the experiments. The left panel shows an experiment without perspective reversal and the right panel with perspective reversal. We see that in the experiment illustrated in the left panel, agents are not successful. This is entirely due to the fact that they are embodied. If they would have exactly the same sensory experience of the world, for example if they would share the same bird's eye view of the world, they would not need perspective reversal. In the experiment presented on the right panel, successful communication systems invariably emerge and these systems exhibit many of the properties of human languages as identified by Hockett (1960) , including: "arbitrariness": there is no specific reason why something is called in a particular way except convention; "productivity": the capacity to say or understand things that have never said before; and "displacement": because they implicitly talk about what is novel with respect to a situation which is no longer before them "here and now". Successful communication here means that the agents consistently agree that the descriptions they communicate to each other describe a novel aspect of the situations they perceive. This is only possible when their conceptual and lexical inventories have become sufficiently coordinated. Figure 11 .2 (right) plots communicative success, lexical inventory size, and cognitive effort characterized as the additional processing necessary for perspective reversal for five successful experimental runs of 5000 language games in a population of ten physically embodied agents. The agents start initially with empty conceptual and linguistic inventories but reach a high level of communicative success (close to 90%) despite the severe challenges posed by real world interactions, perceptual processes, and embodied communication.
Cognitive mechanisms used by agents. What kind of theory could account for the results presented in the preceding section? There are basically three main theoretical approaches that are discussed in the literature for explaining how communication systems may originate. These approaches differ depending on their choice for a driving mechanism: One approach focuses on genetic evolution, the second on intergeneration cultural evolution, and the third on intrageneration problem solving.
The theory based on genetic evolution, defended for example by Pinker and Jackendoff (2005) or Bickerton (1984) , argues that humans are equipped with a special neural circuitry for language. Consequently, when they have to establish a new communication system (for example, as in the case of Nicaraguan sign language) they apply their innate predispositions and arrive automatically at language systems and conceptual systems that are largely determined a priori, reproducing the universal characteristics of human languages. We can apply this idea to the artificial agents, by endowing each of them with an artificial genome that lays down in great detail the circuitry with which they can communicate, in other words what perceptual primitives they use for segmenting the world and identifying objects and features, what concepts they have for structuring their world, what words they can use to express these concepts, what types of grammatical constructions they can employ, etc. Innovation takes place when the genome is transmitted from parents to children through copying, crossover, and partial mutation. Natural selection, operationalized as success in communication, acts then as a way to ensure that similar genes appear in the population and that the genes which lead to the most effective communication system survive. Such experiments in artificial genetic evolution of language are possible and have indeed been carried out (see, for example, Briscoe 2000; Cangelosi and Parisi 1998) .
A second approach is based on models of intergeneration cultural evolution, such as those of Boyd and Richerson (1985) . These models are similar to genetic models in the sense that innovation takes place in the transmission from one generation to the next, but now the language and conceptual system is considered to be transmitted culturally instead of genetically. Children learn the language from their parents and then use it, largely unchanged, throughout the rest of their life. The learning process introduces generalizations and variations because children are never exposed to the full set of possible linguistic material and hence innovation may take place as children acquire language. This innovation appears in the linguistic material they generate for the next generation. This framework has not only been applied to the study of the emergence of human languages (specifically the Nicaraguan case with different cohorts assumed to be responsible for progressively pushing the language to a grammatical streamlined system (Polich 2005) ) but has been also used in experiments with artificial agents (Kirby and Hurford 2002) .
In particular, it has been demonstrated that the learning bottleneck (which implies that children experience only part of the linguistic data that their parents can produce) may induce compositionality (Kirby 2000) .
A third approach views the task of building up a communication system as a kind of problem-solving process within a generation of users. This process is conceived of as an intuitive process that is often inaccessible to conscious inspection, rather than as a rational, conscious problem-solving process (like the one a computer designer, for example, engages in). Moreover, this process is not conceived of as an individualistic problem-solving process, but rather as a collective effort in which different individuals participate in a peer to peer fashion. According to this view (developed for example by Tomasello 1999) a communication system is built up in a step by step fashion driven by the needs for coordinated interactions. It employs a large battery of strategies and cognitive mechanisms which are not specific to language but appear in many other kinds of cognitive tasks, such as tool design or tool use (Hutchins 1995) . When children or second language learners acquire the communication system already well established in a language community, they reconstruct in a step-wise fashion that communication system, by successive inventions and adjustments, but obviously their own inventions have almost no chance to be accepted by the rest of the community (Mufwene 2001) .
There is a second dimension to this problem-solving approach, namely that if different individuals each invent their own communication system, a competition arises in the population as a whole among concepts, words, and grammatical constructions. So language emerges as a complex adaptive system like a biological ecosystem or an economy. The selection process does not take place at the level of genetics or intergeneration cultural transmission but at the level of language itself (Croft 2000; Mufwene 2001 ). This collective dynamics is similar to the models and processes studied in opinion dynamics or collective economic decision making (Axelrod 2005) .
There are many levels of competition: between perceptual categories; between synonyms for becoming dominant in expressing a particular meaning; between holistic and compositional expressions of combinations of meanings; between idiomatic patterns that group a number of words and the words themselves, which may still occur as individual units; between different syntactic and semantic categories that are competing for a role in the emergent grammar; etc. Often there is no particular reason why one solution would be preferred over another one, except that it is more frequent in the population.
The problem-solving approach and complex adaptive systems (CAS) view of language underlies the perspective reversal experiment and other experiments on embodied communication carried out by Luc Steels and his team (such as the "Talking Heads Experiment" (Steels 2003) ), or the experiments on the coevolution of color terms and color categories (Steels and Belpaeme 2005) . The results of these experiments converge with the results of a fast-growing body of mathematical work that provides formal mechanisms to explain the emergence of coherence in multiagent systems and that examines the impact of system size or network structure (Baronchelli et al. 2005 (Baronchelli et al. , 2007 . In contrast to the genetic evolution models, there is no genetic coding of the specific conceptual or language inventories used by the agents and hence no genetic transmission nor natural selection based on communicative success. In contrast to the intergeneration cultural evolution models, generational change is not considered a necessary condition for explaining the origins of linguistic structure. Although the composition of the population of agents may change, each agent is both speaker and listener and therefore teacher or learner, depending on context. Anyone can at any time change aspects of language, similarly to what is observed in the empirical research on natural dialogue.
In the problem solving/ CAS approach, individuals are considered to be endowed with a series of strategies to cope with the tasks and the problems they encounter. In the present experiment, this is directly implemented in artificial agents, leaving the problem open as to how these strategies might be recruited (Steels and Wellens 2006) . Agents are endowed with a number of strategies which operationalize aspects of the problem solving that they need to engage in.
First of all, there are strategies for setting up a situation in which negotiations can take place to establish a communication system. Specifically the robotic agents are programmed to have ways for setting up a frame of joint attention with enough common ground and shared knowledge to enable them to guess the meanings that might be expressed by unknown words or constructions. In more sophisticated experiments with humanoid robots, this is achieved with pointing gestures, eye gaze following, movement towards objects that are going to be the subject of the conversation, etc.
Second, there are strategies for detecting that something is going wrong in the communication, and for finding out the exact cause of the problem. The main feedback signal is of course that the communication does not achieve its desired effect. But agents need also more fine-grained analysis to diagnose what went wrong. For example, a word may have been misunderstood, a perceptual category used by the speaker may have been broader or more restricted compared to that of the hearer, the speaker may have adopted another perspective on the scene than the hearer without signaling this explicitly, etc.
Third, there are strategies for fixing a problem. For example, agents may introduce a new word or change the definition of a word they have in their lexicon, they may shift a perceptual category to slightly align it with the way that category is used by the speaker, they may start to mark perspective explicitly, or they may introduce more syntax to curtail combinatorial explosions in the search space or ambiguities in semantic interpretations. One of the main points of the perspective reversal experiment is that one strategy for fixing problems due to embodiment is to introduce a way to shift perspective and mark this explicitly.
This experiment, along with more and more sophisticated robotic experiments that are currently being carried out (Steels and Wellens 2006) , demonstrates that the problem solving/ CAS approach is a source of valuable insights. Although there are still a large number of unsolved problems, both in identifying and operationalizing problem-solving strategies and in understanding the competition dynamics, there is now enough evidence to consider this approach as a viable option to understand how communication systems may emerge. The skeptic will argue that all of this may be true for robotic agents, but does not necessarily hold for humans bootstrapping an embodied communication system, and so the question addressed in the rest of the paper is whether there is empirical evidence in the data coming from experiments with emergent communication in humans showing whether humans have similar strategies for initiating and repairing communicative failures. In the next section we provide evidence that this is indeed the case.
Human experiments on emergent communication
This section presents data collected with the method developed by Galantucci (2004) . The key elements of the method have been introduced in Section 11.1. Here we present a slightly more detailed description of the method in order to provide a context for the interpretation of the data that will be discussed later in the section (for a more detailed exposition of the method, see Galantucci 2005) .
The basic idea behind the method is that of creating a context within which two adults need to communicate, but cannot use a pre-established way to do so. A simple implementation of the idea is Game 1.
Game 1 set-up. Two adults participate in a real time videogame with interconnected computers located at different locations. Each player controls the movements of an agent in a shared virtual environment composed of four intercommunicating rooms ( Figure  11 .3A). However, players do not see the full environment but only the room in which their agent is currently located (Figure 11 .3B). That is, players do not share a bird's eye view of the overall environment of the game but must rely only on individual local perspectives, exactly as in the robotic experiments presented in the previous section. Moreover, players are not told what the layout of the game environment is. In consequence, before players can successfully communicate about the environment, they must acquire some sharable understanding of its layout.
Task. Players engage in a cooperative game. At the beginning of each round of the game, the agents are located in two different rooms at random, and the players' goal is to bring the agents into the same room without making more than a single room change per agent. Chance-level performance in the game is 50% and can be improved only if information about location and intended movement of the agents is communicated. Once this occurs, however, the game reduces to an easy 100% win.
Communication medium. Players cannot see or hear each other but can communicate by using a magnetic stylus on a small digitizing pad. The horizontal component of the stylus' movements on the pad directly controls the horizontal movements of a trace that is relayed to the screens of both players (Figure 11 .3B). The trace's vertical component is independent from the player's movements and has a constant downward drift which causes the tracings to disappear from the screen quickly (Figure 11 .3C).
Under these conditions, the use of common symbols such as letters or numerals is practically impossible and the use of pictorial representations is severely reduced ( Figure 11 .3D); players must converge onto a non-obvious way of using the graphic medium in order to set up a communication system extemporaneously. Moreover, since the communication medium can be used simultaneously by both players throughout the entire duration of the experiment, players have to set up procedures to coherently organize their signaling activity.
Procedure. Thirty pairs of participants were recruited to play Game 1. Before playing the game, players were briefly instructed and informed that their partners received the same instructions. During the game, players were encouraged to focus on the score as their primary goal. (The score consisted of a numerical index that increased only when the pair won consistently in the game.) Upon reaching a score that reflected performance above chance, each player explained in detail to the experimenter the communication system developed by the pair and described how the system was used to solve different scenarios of the game.
Game dynamics. During the game, there were three distinct kinds of interactions in which players could exchange signals 2 in order to set up a communication system.
The first one occurred when a round of the game was ongoing. Players were always in different rooms, and their views of the task environment had no overlap. In this context (which we will refer to as online disjointed view interaction), hypotheses about the meaning of players' signals had to be tested by trial-and-error, keeping track of the successes and the failures at achieving the goal to find each other.
The other two kinds of interaction occurred when a round was over. At that stage, agents could no longer leave their rooms, until both players decided to terminate the round by moving the agents into one of four marked locations in the room (henceforth reset zone). As soon as both agents entered a reset zone a new round of the game resumed; agents were instantly relocated in two different rooms at random and players returned to an online, disjointed view interaction. In other words, at the end of each round players gained control of the pace of the game and could decide to interact in absence of a direct pressure to win a round of the game. These interactions (which we will refer to as offline interactions) differed depending on whether or not the pair won or lost the round.
If the pair won the round, players completely shared their views of the task environment and could see each other's agents, which were in the same room. In this context (which we will refer to as offline same view interaction), hypotheses about the meaning of players' signals could be tested through the parallel communication channel provided by the movements of the agents in the room. (Not only players saw each other's agents location in the room but also their orientation in the game environment, given that the agents had human-like animated bodies). These movements were publicly visible and could be used to ground the meaning of the signals. This option was never available during online interactions because players were always in different rooms.
If the pair lost the round, there was no overlap between the players' views of the task environment and players could not see each other's agents, which were in different rooms. In this context (which we will refer to as offline disjointed view interaction), hypotheses about the meaning of players' signals could not be tested at all. Results. The data collected with the 30 pairs are described and analyzed in details in Galantucci (2005) and Galantucci et al. (unpublished) . Here we present the results from a general point of view, focusing on the overall successes and the failures of the pairs at the game. Then, we will analyze in detail two specific examples of a very successful pair and a very unsuccessful pair.
N Eighteen pairs of the 30 pairs that played Game 1 attempted to establish their communication systems primarily via online disjointed view interactions. 3 We will not consider these pairs here.
N Twelve pairs of the 30 pairs that played Game 1 attempted to establish their communication systems primarily via offline interactions. 4 None of these pairs failed at establishing a communication system for Game 1. Four of the 12 pairs performed very well at Game 1 and reached the last stage of the game (a version of Game 1 played on a 4 × 4 grid) within 6 hours of playing. Three of the 12 pairs performed very poorly at Game 1 and, in spite of extensive playing, never went beyond the next stage in the game (a version of Game 1 played on a 2 × 3 or 3 × 3 grid). The remaining pairs were in between these extremes.
In what follows, we contrast two pairs that come from the two extreme groups of pairs. One of them, Pair A, comes from the most successful group. The other, Pair B, comes from the least successful group. In other words, we contrast a pair that greatly benefited from offline interactions with a pair that benefited much less from them. The contrast will provide information about the mechanisms through which players established effective communication procedures. We will analyze these mechanisms with three goals in mind. The first one is that of identifying whether humans indeed engage in problem solving and what problem-solving strategies they appear to use. The second goal is that of understanding which behaviors facilitate the establishment of the frame of joint attention that is necessary for benefiting from the opportunities offered by offline same view interactions. The third goal is that of understanding in which way establishing a frame of joint attention helps players in solving the problem of communicating. (Figure 11 .4B) illustrates the steady decline in the time that it took players to make the first move in a round, an indication that players were ever more confident in how to play the game. Their confidence was justified, as indicated by the steady raise of the score. Pair A's communication system comprised four signs, one for each of the rooms in the task environment (Figure 11 .4C). The signs were fairly concise: For 72% of the whole Game 1 time, none of the two players used the digitizing pad. The bulk of Pair A's communication system was established early on in Game 1, during 10 crucial rounds. As detailed below, during these rounds, the pair extensively exploited the opportunities offered by offline same view interactions. At the same time, as illustrated in Figure 11 .4D, Pair A never pursued offline disjointed view interactions.
N Round 1. At the beginning of the first round, both players drew repeatedly on the digitizing pad the icons they saw on the floor (for a graphical synopsis of the rounds, see Figure 11 .5). The White player (henceforth W; see Figure 11 .6 for a complete list of abbreviations) drew a circle; the Blue player (henceforth B) drew a flower-like shape. However, after changing room, the White player produced six dots, probably to indicate the hexagon that was on the floor of the new room (the six dots were repeated once). The round was lost and there was no offline interaction.
This round highlights how W quickly changed his signaling strategy from drawing shapes to counting vertices. W never drew shapes again.
N Round 2. In absence of any sign exchange, B moved to the room with a circle on the floor (henceforth CR) and, fortuitously, found the partner there. There was an offline interaction, during which a first crucial event occurred. While B was moving toward a reset zone-getting further away from W-W produced a dot on the digitizing pad. B immediately stopped the movement of the agent and then backtracked briefly toward W. W moved near the door that would lead to the room with a triangle on the floor (henceforth TR) and produced two more dots. Only when W had finished signaling and moved away from the door, B resumed the movement toward the reset zone. This event is crucial for three reasons. First, it demonstrates that B is highly attentive to W's behavior. Second, it demonstrates that W is prone to initiate offline interactions. Third, it demonstrates that W has developed the idea of referring to a room by going close to the door that would lead to it (henceforth, we will refer to this as "pointing").
N Round 3. In absence of any sign exchange, B moved from the room with a hexagon on the floor (henceforth HR) to CR. W, in the room with a flower icon on the floor (henceforth FR), produced five dots. B, in CR, drew circles on the digitizing pad a number of times. W moved to HR and the round was lost. There was no offline interaction.
N Round 4. In TR, W produced three dots. B moved from HR to FR. Still in TR, W produced two series of three dots, separated by a wide back-and-forth movement of the pen on the pad (henceforth BFM). Once in FR, B drew the shape of the flower a number of times on the pad. W moved to CR and the round was lost. There was no offline interaction.
N Round 5. From this moment onward, B stopped moving the agent in absence of sign exchanges; signing had become the first activity of a round for both players. In TR, W produced three dots. In CR, B produced three dots (adopting W's signal units), then drew a circle on the pad. As soon as that happened, W moved to CR.
There was an offline interaction during which three events occurred. First, W went near the door that would lead to TR. B moved very close to W, and then W produced three dots. Then W moved toward the door that would lead to HR, followed by B. Once B arrived near the door, W produced four dots. Then B moved very close to the circle, followed by W. B produced one dot, W repeated the dot, then both players moved toward reset squares.
This interaction, not only confirms that the players agree on the use of the doors as proxies to refer to the room the door would lead to, but it also highlights four important points. The first one is that the players have now established the habit of following each other and entering into frames of joint attention. That is, not only players are aware of each other's positions, orientations and signaling activities, but they also modulate their behaviors according to their understanding of their respective states. The second point is that the players' roles in this frame of joint attention are interchangeable. Although the interaction was initially led by W, later on B took the initiative of moving and pointing to the circle icon. The third point is that the pointing routine is used flexibly; also the icon in the room, and not only the doors, may serve as an object to refer to. The fourth point is that W starts providing feedback, by repeating the sign produced by the partner.
N Round 6. In CR, W first produced a dot, then another dot and finally a very prolonged dot. B, first move toward CR then, after a long hesitation which seems to indicate that B understood the sign, moved from HR to FR. Once there, B did 11 dots. W moved to HR and the round was lost.
There was no offline interaction. There are two possible explanations for B's mistake. Either B understood W's sign for CR but had forgotten where CR was with respect to HR or W's very prolonged dot confused B.
N Round 7. In CR, W produced a dot. With no hesitation, B moved from HR to CR.
There was a long offline interaction (58 s) during which two events occurred. First, B and W moved close to the circle, W produced a dot and B repeated it. Second, B and W moved close to the door that would lead to HR. Once there, W produced five dots, which B repeated. Then W produced three dots. B "responded" with five dots, which W repeated.
This interaction highlights two important points. The first one is that both players confirm signs; from this moment onward the dot for CR is a completely stable sign. The second point is that players repair each other's signs. To indicate HR, W produced first five dots then, after B had repeated them, W produced three dots. B "corrected" this by producing five dots and W agreed on the correction, by repeating the five dots.
N Round 8. In TR, B produced three dots. Soon after W, in HR, produced five dots. After a while, W produced one dot. B immediately "responded" with three dots. W produced three dots followed by the BFM (suggesting that the BFM may indicate movement) and then one dot. In the mean time, B moved to CR, and produced one dot. W moved to CR soon after. There was no offline interaction.
This round demonstrates that players are not only able to communicate at this stage of the game, but they are also looking for a procedure to coordinate their moves. This is particularly helpful when both agents have to move in order to find each other.
N Round 9. In TR, B produced three dots. W, in FR, responded with five dots, followed by the BFM. B, who was closer to the door that would lead to FR, moved to FR.
There was a long offline interaction (58 s), during which a number of events occurred. W moved near the icon on the floor, followed by B. Once there, W produced five dots, then moved toward the door that would lead to HR. B followed W. However, before W had time to do anything, B went back to the icon on the floor. Once there, B waited for W to reach the icon as well. Once W was near the icon, B produced five dots, followed by signal composed of large amplitude oscillations (probably a request of agreement, since the five dots had been used before for HR). B bumped repeatedly against the icon on the floor (probably a request of signals from W). W produced five dots, followed by the large amplitude oscillations, which were immediately reproduced by B. Then B and W moved toward reset zones. This interaction highlights three important points. First, B initiates a repair. Five dots had been used before to indicate the HR. Now B wants to clarify that they are to be used for the FR. Second, B is not only aware that W's attention is needed to establish a frame of joint attention (and waits for W to reach the icon), but he also introduces the concept of "signal request", by bumping on the icon after having produced a sign that refers to it. Third, B introduces a signal (the large amplitude oscillation) to confirm that the sign is understood. Remarkably, all of B's new behaviors are understood and properly reciprocated by W. At this stage, the frame of joint attention established by B and W is providing rich scaffolding for communication.
N Round 10. In TR, B produced three dots. In HR, W produced six dots. B produced one dot. W produced a BFM, a dot and then moved to CR. B moved to CR soon after.
There was an offline interaction. While W was moving toward the reset square, B moved toward the door that would lead to HR. W immediately reached B at the door. B bumped a few time against the door and then produced six dots. W produced one dot, a BFM and six dots. As soon as W finished producing the sixth dots, both players moved toward reset zones.
This interaction completes the sign system of the pair: three dots for TR, one dot for CR, five dots for FR and six dots for HR. The signs had been established in 10 rounds, within 12 minutes from the very beginning of the game. From this moment onward, the pair is extremely successful in playing the game, losing only two of the 23 rounds that would lead them to reach the threshold score for completing the game. 5 Pair B. Pair B was one of the least successful pairs of the 30 pairs that played Game 1 and did not go beyond Game 1, after about 4 hours of playing. The pair completed Game 1 in 75 minutes of playing. During this time, Pair B played 119 rounds, losing 44 rounds (37%), four of which during the last 20 rounds of Game 1. The two top plots of Figure 11 .7 illustrate the difficulties encountered by Pair B in Game 1. The first plot (Figure 11 .7A) illustrates a prolonged hovering of the score at around zero, before the final rise. The second plot (Figure 11 .7B) illustrates that there was only a slight decline in the time that it took players to make the first move in a round, an indication that players' confidence in how to play the game increased only slightly during the course of the game. At the end of Game 1, Pair B's communication system comprised two agreed upon signs, one indicating the right side of the game environment and one indicating the bottom left room (Figure 11 .7C). The two players used different signs for the top left room. The signs of Pair B were fairly verbose: For 63% of the whole Game 1 time, the digitizing pad was used by at least one of the two players. Pair B's communication system was established later on in Game 1, after a large number of unsuccessful rounds. During these rounds, the pair recurred extensively to offline interactions. As illustrated in Figure 11 .7D, Pair B recurred to offline disjointed view interactions as well as to offline same view interactions. Offline disjointed view interactions were not only completely irrelevant for establishing an effective communication system to play the game but, as detailed below, might have also been a significant source of confusion. N Round 1. In TR, W drew a triangle twice (for a graphical synopsis of the rounds, see Figure 11 .8). In HR, B moved toward the left, near to the door that would lead to CR. Then, before crossing the door, B drew a series of horizontal lines from the center of the pad to the left of the pad. Then, B crossed the door and entered CR. W moved to CR and found the partner there.
There was no offline interaction, except for a brief scribble produced by B on seeing the partner entering the room. The signal was ignored by W, who continued moving toward the reset zone.
N Round 2. In HR, W drew an indistinct scribble (perhaps half of the shape of a hexagon).
In CR, B drew an indistinct scribble, then three vertical lines from the bottom of the pad to the top. Then, B moved (up) to TR, almost at the same time as W moved to FR.
It is important to notice that, although B might have wanted to indicate the movements of the agent with the three vertical lines, this information was totally lost, since the pad could not reproduce vertical movements.
The round was lost but there was an offline interaction. B moved toward the center of the room (away from the closest reset zone) and then drew an indistinct scribble. W, who remained in the reset zone all the time, "responded" with a horizontal line from the center of the pad to right of the pad, perhaps indicating to the partner to go to a reset zone.
The interaction highlights two important points. The first one is that B is prone to perform behaviors irrelevant for the task at hand, such as moving around in the room while not seen (and while doors cannot be crossed) or emitting signals in a context in which the partner has no possibility to understand them. The second point is that W seems to understand the futility of the interaction, and seems to invite the partner to stop it.
N Round 3. In CR, W drew two indistinct scribbles. In HR, B drew two vertical lines from the top of the pad to the bottom. Then B moved (up) to FR, almost at the same time as W moved to HR.
The round was lost and there was an offline interaction. B drew a series of indistinct scribbles and then moved to the reset zone. During this time, W remained in a reset zone.
N Round 4. W moved from FR to TR; B moved from FR to HR. The players moved almost simultaneously and without prior exchange of signals.
The round was lost and there was an offline interaction. B drew an indistinct scribble. W, while in a reset zone, drew a horizontal line from the left side of the pad toward the center of the pad. B moved toward a reset zone which was not the closest available.
The interaction highlights again the fact that B is prone to perform irrelevant behaviors. Moving toward a more distant reset zone when a closer one is available has no purpose in the game.
N Round 5. In FR, B drew indistinct scribbles. In TR, W drew a vertical line in the center of the pad. B moved to TR and found the partner there.
There was no offline interaction except that B went to the same reset zone as W, although the reset zone was not the closest available.
N Round 6. In TR, W drew a vertical line in the center of the screen. In CR, B drew indistinct scribbles. W moved to CR and found the partner there.
There was no offline interaction.
N Round 7. In TR, W drew a vertical line in the center of the screen. In CR, B drew three vertical lines from the bottom of the pad to the top (in the center of the pad), then moved (up) to TR and found the partner there.
N Round 8. In FR, B drew three vertical lines from the top of the pad to the bottom (in the center of the screen) then moved down to HR. In CR, W drew a vertical line at the center of the pad. Then, probably interpreting B's signal as the signal W adopted for TR, moved to TR.
The round was lost and there was a prolonged offline interaction (56 s). B, while roaming around the room, drew a vertical line from the top of the pad to the bottom. W, while in a reset zone, "responded" with a small amplitude BFM. B, while still roaming around the room, drew a few more vertical lines from the top of the pad to the bottom and then an indistinct scribble. Finally, after a bit more roaming, B moved to the reset zone.
The interaction highlights the fact that B's habit of performing irrelevant behavior during offline interactions has become stable and (possibly) more persistent. N Round 9. In CR, W drew a series of indistinct scribbles, followed by a vertical line on the right side of the pad. Meanwhile, B moved from HR to FR. Finally, W moved to HR and the round was lost.
There was an offline interaction. B kept roaming around the room while W was in a reset zone. After a bit of time, W drew an indistinct scribble in the center of the screen, probably to invite the partner to go to a reset zone. B responded with an indistinct scribble in the middle of the screen and went to a reset zone.
The interaction highlights the fact that W has become aware of B's irrelevant offline behaviors and attempts to stop them.
N Round 10. In CR, W drew a prolonged vertical line on the right side of the pad, without moving. B moved from FR to TR, then back to FR. The round was lost and there was an offline interaction. B, while roaming around the room, produced a series of indistinct scribble. During this time, W remained in a reset zone.
After 10 rounds of the game, there is no evidence of effective communications between the players. Moreover, the players seem incapable of establishing functional frames for joint attention. This situation will remain unchanged for about 70 more rounds.
A comparison between Pairs A and B highlights a fundamental difference in the capability to perceive and create the conditions that support fruitful interactions.
Players in Pair A never attempted to hold an offline disjointed view interaction. Most likely, it did not even occur to them that there was anything relevant to do in such context. At the same time, they quickly developed the habit of holding offline same view interactions, which were the key to their success. Players in Pair B, on the contrary, quickly developed the habit to of holding offline disjointed view interactions (on B's initiative) and ignored opportunities for offline same view interaction. Considering the dynamics of the game that we illustrated early on in this section, the difference indicates that Pair A was much more inclined than Pair B to establish a functional sociocognitive frame for their interactions, from the very beginning of the game. A key factor for this was the fact that players in Pair A were constantly monitoring each other's behavior, and responded adaptively to it. On the contrary, players in Pair B often completely ignored each other's behavior and, consequently, little if any of their behavior became adapted to that of the partner. As illustrated in the rounds presented above, this difference had three dramatic consequences for the development of a communication system.
The first consequence concerns the use of the body as a resource for communication. Players in Pair A grounded the meaning of their signs primarily by exploiting the opportunities offered by embodied communication. That is, the body of the agents, albeit minimal in complexity, became a powerful tool that was used creatively to express new meanings (e.g. Round 5), as well as to repair unsuccessful interactions (e.g. Round 9). Players in Pair B never exploited these resources. For them, the body of the agents represented merely a challenge, since it forced them to hold different views of the game world.
The second consequence concerns the development of a sense of shared purpose and effectiveness in the game, which enabled players to diagnose problems. After a small number of interactions, both players in Pair A began to be able to clearly perceive their successes and their failures at communicating. This provided a sense of shared purpose to players, which, in turn, enabled them to repair the problems they encountered in the game, constantly improving their capacity to communicate. On the contrary, players in Pair B did not seem to develop the capacity to clearly perceive their problems in communicating. After a number of pointless interactions, they seem to become used to idea that their interactions could not be steered in any useful way.
The third consequence is straightforward After 10 rounds, Players in Pair A communicated all that was needed to win the game; Players in Pair B did not.
Conclusions
What can we learn from these experiments and particularly from comparing them? In what follows we illustrate three tentative conclusions.
A first conclusion is that many of the things that are implemented by design in the robots, such as routines for establishing frames of joint attention, turn out to be challenging for the human players to set up. That is, the human experiments focus as much on the prerequisites towards emergent communication (sharing cooperative goals, establishing joint attention, using communication, controlling the communication medium) as on the emergence of the communication system itself. This is good news; human experiments have the potential to provide useful knowledge for robotic implementations of ever more realistic prerequisites for communication. For example, the data of the human players in Pair A presented above suggest that an important prerequisite that needs to be implemented in robots is the capacity to use the body in an expressive manner. Pair A's players had minimally embodied agents at their disposal. Yet, by using subtle space-time cues, Pair A's players harnessed powerful communicative devices out of the minimal bodies of their agents. Implementing this capability in robot experiments may provide valuable insight into the design of natural communication systems. At the same time, robot experiments may provide important controls for human experiments. Humans that participated in the experiments presented in Section 11.4 knew how established communication systems work in the social world to which players belonged. Due to the experimental limitations, this knowledge could not be used directly to communicate, but players could use it to guess how to set up a functional communication system. Although pairs' relatively high level of failure in the game suggests that such guesses did not provide an easy solution to the problem of developing functional communication systems from their very foundations, it would be desirable to ascertain more precisely their role in the human experiments. Robot experiments offer an opportunity to do so, since robots can be programmed so as to not posses any knowledge about how pre-established communication systems work. For example, the robots in the experiment presented in Section 11.3 had no pre-established knowledge about the usefulness of perspective reversals for communication. They discovered its usefulness when faced with the challenge to set up a communication system from its very foundations.
A second conclusion is that humans clearly operate within a framework of repair and consolidation strategies to set up a communication system, confirming that this is a useful framework to analyze the dynamics of emergent communication. Moreover, the human data indicated an important aspect of human repair and consolidation frameworks. Repair strategies used by one player had to be coordinated with those used by the other, a metalevel of coordination that is currently absent in robot experiments. Implementing such metalevel of coordination in robots will be an instructive challenge.
A third conclusion is that perspective reversal is a key ingredient of communication, both for robot and human players. In the case of the robot players, handling perspective reversal means to geometrically transform your own visual experience so as to reconstitute what it could have been for the other and only when this is systematically integrated in the language system do we see successful communication (cf. Figure 11 .2). In the case of the human players, perspective reversal means above all to make a reasonable guess about how the other player will interpret your movements given what s/he can know about your own position and how s/he may interpret your sign. Most of the failures in human pairs occurred when one of the partners was unable or unwilling to adopt the perspective of the other.
Finally, we suggest one general conclusion about the theoretical framework adopted in this chapter. In principle, there are different ways in which human individuals or artificial agents may arrive at a coordinated communication system: genetic evolution, intergenerational cultural evolution, or intragenerational (collective) problem solving. Here we explored the latter. We argued that if individuals/ agents come to the task of communicating with a battery of problem-solving strategies for setting up a framework for joint attention (Tomasello and Farrar 1986) and joint action (Sebanz et al. 2006) , for diagnosing communication failures and for repairing them by expanding or adjusting their communication conventions, a communication system will gradually arise and remain adaptive as individuals/ agents encounter more or different challenges. The success of robotic agents to autonomously bootstrap a communication system (discussed in Section 11.3) and the empirical data from human experiments (discussed in Section 11.4) demonstrate that this approach is not only viable, but also empirically testable.
